BLAZER

The old runner has come back climbing over the wall of time from early '80s...Ibanez Blazer was introduced to the market in 1982 and its sharp appearance and sound versatility matched well to the music scene in early '80s. Time has been always changing and music trend has been also changing always. Now time need "BLAZER" so we wish to recall "BLAZER" to the current music scene.

BL500 SPECIFICATIONS
Available Finishes: CA, LB
Body Material: Ash
Neck Material: Maple 1 pc.
No. Fret/Type: 21/SBB-23
Fingerboard: Maple
Inlay: BK Dot
Bridge: TZ 100
Hardware Color: Gold
Pickups: Neck BLAZER-S, Middle BLAZER-S, Bridge BLAZER-H

BL500 FEATURE
The top pickguard BL500 features two "BLAZER-S" single coil pickups for neck & middle position and "BLAZER-H" humbucking pickup for bridge position, gold finish hardware, TZ-100 standard type tremolo unit, maple 1 pc., neck and attractive metallic finish at CAC (Cloud Apple) and LB (Rose Blue).

BL100 SPECIFICATIONS
Available Finishes: BK, IB, BY
Body Material: Basswood
Neck Material: Maple 1 pc.
No. Fret/Type: 21/SBB-23
Fingerboard: Maple
Inlay: BK Dot
Bridge: ST-30
Hardware Color: Chrome
Pickups: Neck BLAZER-S, Middle BLAZER-S, Bridge BLAZER-H

BL100 FEATURE
The BL100 features two "BLAZER-S" single coil pickup for neck and middle position and "BLAZER-H" humbucking pickup for bridge position, chrome finish hardware, ST-30 standard type tremolo unit, maple 1 pc, neck and basic tone kind of solid color of BK (Black), IB (Ivory), BY (Baby Blue), and BL (Baby Blue with white).
Ibanez Guitars are Sold and Serviced by
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